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The puroose of this study was to evaluate the Hughes
CONOGRAPHIC- 1 2 graphics display terminal as a signal pro-
cessing and analysis tool. Utilization of computer con-
trolled graphics terminals is cart of an effort to provide
necessary data to the signal analyst in a more usable form
than' is presently available. The work described herein was
part of a continuing program at the Naval Postgraduate
School to suooort acoustic signal analysis. The direction
presently being taken in this program is to evaluate newer,
smaller/ more modern and less expensive hardware in this
en v i ronmen t
.
Jhe C0N0GRAPHIC-12 display terminal is a viable option
to be considered in this application. However, several
features that are commonly available on the Hughes
CONOGRAPHIC-12 terminal were not considered useful in this
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I. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study was to provide an evaluation
of a raster scan graphics display terminal/ the
CONOGRAPHIC- 12^ in signal orocessing and analysis. Visual
analysis of acoustic signals is an imoortant part of current
defense efforts. The primary method presently in use in the
Navy for providing the necessary information for analysis is
the lofargram. Drawbacks in this medium, however, provided
the impetus to investigate other means of displaying the
data for ana lysis.
The use of computer controlled graphics terminals as an
alternate display medium is being investigated at the Naval
Postgraduate School. An early effort in this area resulted
in the SPOTLIGHT system (Signal Processing of Time Lines by
Graphical Techniaues) (1J. SPOTLIGhT is a signal processing
display svstem designed to improve signal identification by
means of a t i me- f reauenc y-amp 1 i t ude orthogonal display. A
selected frequency search is employee in this system to pro-
vide high gain in freauency intervals of interest. The
operator may control the freauency interval, amplitude scal-
ing, movable cursors or highlights, and various other param-
eters to provide an effective display of the requesteo data.
In addition, a hidden line removal algorithm was included
that reduced the clutter caused by line intersections.

The original i mo 1 ement at i on of SPOTLIGHT utilized a
graphics terminal that required continual refresh data from
the host comouter. Thus, the amount of signal information
that could be displayed was limited by the time required to
oroviae the necessary data to refresh the display. The
display of acoustic sianal data as generated by the
SPOTLIGHT system was well received by personnel who would be
users of the system. The enthusiasm for the SPOTLIGHT sys-
tem proviaea the necessary imoetus to investigate the feasi-
bility of implementing a similar system on hardware that
would be more oractical for large scale use. Smaller physi-
cal size, lower initial and maintenance costs* and greater
reliability were some of the goals which were to be met in
the subseauent implementations. A mini-computer, such as
the Navy's AN/UYK-20, controlling a small general purpose
displav terminal aopeared to meet those specifications.
Since an AN/UYK-20 computer was not available to control the
C0N0GRAPHIC-12 terminal in this study, a PDP-11/50 [2]
mi n i -compu t e r was substituted in its dace.
The substitution of a PDP-11/50 computer in this
evaluation introduced the necesity of determining the c a p a -
oilities of the processor and peripheral equipment necessary
for trie implementation, as well as the evaluation of the
terminal itself.

1 1 . BACKGROUND
As indicated previously* the primary medium presently
utilized in the Navy for acoustic signal analysis is the
lofargram. The lofargram is produced as a series of lines
of varying intensity on heat sensitive paper. The pen or
stylus which produces the line has an electrical signal
applied to it which is proportional to the amplitude of the
inout signal. As the stylus produces a line on the paper, a
specificed frequency soectrum is displayed. The line as
drawn provides a representation of frequency verses ampli-
tude. The series of lines, each separated in time by a
soecified increment, provides a reoresentation of time in
the lofargram display. The lofargram is thus a display of
frequency, amolitude and time.
fiqure 1: The Lofargram Medium

while freauency and time are easily recogn i zab 1 e , the
only visual distinction between variations in amplitude is
the change in the intensity of the line as drawn on the gram
(figure 1). One of the major limitations of the lofargram
is the representation of input signal amplitude on the gram
since slight variations in signal amplitude may not provide
noticable changes in line intensity. Detection of varia-
tions in line intensity represented by varying shades of
grey also presents a problem since determination of differ-
ences in shades of grey is one of the human's weakest sen-
sory capaoilities [33 . In addition, for the analyst to dis-
tinguish oetween the variations produced by random back-
ground noise and actual chanaes in the signals of interest,
sufficient time must elapse to allow recognition of a trend
as it occurs. However, viewing the gram over a period of
time further decreases the analyst's ability to distinguish
between shades of grey. Thus, the abilities of even a
trained analyst are time limited by visual fatigue when
viewing the lofargram.
In an attempt to provide a display medium which would
increase the analyst's useful time and provide the same data
as the lofargram in a form that would allow easier detection
of slight variations in signal amplitude, the use of com-
puter controlled graphics terminals is being investigated at
the Naval Postgraduate School. The use of a graphics termi-
nal allows a two dimensional display of frequency verses
amolituoe to be Droouced (figure 2). This type of display
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provides a format for the data in which variations in signal
amolitude are easily recognizable. The presentation of a
single line does not/ however, incorporate the third dimen-
sion (time) which is available on the lofargram. Time as a
dimension of the display is necessary for the ready detec-
tion of trends in amplitude variations of a particular sig-
nal. To provide a time dimension on the graphics terminal
display, several lines/ each showing the specified frequency
spectrum at a different time/ were drawn on the screen (fig-
ure 3). This disolay format/ known as a time-frequency-
amplitude orthogonal or "waterfall" disolay/ provides the
three pieces of information or dimensions required by the
analyst. Variations in amolitude between adjacent signals/
or in the same signal in adjacent time periods/ are
presented for analysis.
The SPOTLIGHT system was implemented in a research
environment on equipment that was too large/ too old and too
exoensive for* large scale use. In addition, the amount of
information that could be displayed at one time was limited
by the need to continually refresh the terminal. However/
initial enthusiasm for the SPOTLIGHT system provided the
impetus to commence a program to investigate the feasibility
of implementation of a SPO TL IGHT- 1 i ke system on more modern/
smaller* and less exoensive equipment.
The desire to implement the system on a minicomputer
without the requirement for excessive memory dictated that
refresh requirements of the display be minimized. Thus/ the
11

figure 2: Freauency verses Amplitude Display
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figure 3: Waterfall Display
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use of storage type displays was investigated. The first
storage tyoe display to be investigated and evaluated was a
Tektronix 4014-1 graphics terminal interfaced to the PDP-
11/50 computer [13. This combination of a minicomputer con-
trolling a direct view storage tube display proved to be
feasible and presentee a viable option to be considered for
signal processing and analysis.
An alternate storage tube disolay which was available
at the Naval Postgraduate School was the Hughes
C0N0GRAPHIC-1 2. display terminal. This terminal has capabil-
ities which are significantly different from the Tektronix
4 014-1, but which aDoear to be compatible with the objec-
tives of the SPO program. As with the Tektronix 4014-1
display/ the need for continual refreshing from the host
computer was eliminated by the C0N0GRAPHIC-12 display termi-
nal. Of orimary interest in the evaluation of the
CONQGRAPHiC-12 terminal were the effects of a static




response to user commands and the features available on this
display terminal which were not available on previous imple-
mentations. The term static display as used throughout this
study may be defined as a display which cannot be changed
without erasing and redrawing the entire image.
Input data available for this evaluation was prepro-
cessed and stored on magnetic tape using methods developed
for SPOTLIGHT. This preprocessing of the raw acoustic data
incluoes of performing Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) on the
14

data* producing a reoresent at i on of the power in the input
signal. The resulting data format is affected by three
parameters utilized in the processing. These parameters are
length of the FFT, delay between FFT's and the sampling
rate. For futher information on the effects of FFT process-
ing on the input data/ the interested reader is referred to





The host computer system utilized in this implementation
consisted of two Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) PDP-
11/50 processors* a 7-track magnetic tape transport* a Con-
trol Data 9762 series disk storage unit* a Datamedia 2500
alphanumeric terminal* and the C0N0GRAPHIC-12 qraphics
display terminal. The use of two PDP-11/50 orocessors was
necessitated by the particular configuration which existed
at the time that the evaluation was conducted. One proces-
sor was interfaced to the CONOGRAPHIC- 1 2 while the other one
was interfaced to the taoe transport. Both processors are
interfaced to the disk storage unit which provided a con-
vienient Dath for cata transfer. After the data was read
and stored on the disk unit by one processor, the other
utilizea the stored data to provide information to the
di spl ay as des i red.
Both PDP-11/50 processors operate under the UNIX operat-
ing system which was developed at Bell Telephone Labora-
tories/ Inc tlOJ. The UNIX operating system provides for a
multi-user environment but most evaluation and testing were
accomplished while no other users were active. When operat-
ing with other users active* the execution of the program
was slowed to some extent depending on the CPU loading by
16

other processes. Since much of the time during which the
program is active is spent in user analysis of the displayed
picture/ the slower operation has little detrimental effect.
The minimum hardware configuration required for the
implementation of this system consists of the following:
1. A m i n
i
-computer with caoabilities similar to
those found in the PDP-11/50 (23.
2. Approximately 4fiK of core memory available to
the user. This reauirement could be lessened
if paging or segmentation was supported by
the computer's operating system.
3. A means of data input. In this study/ a mag-
netic tape transport was reauirea since all
available data was stored on magnetic tape.
4. An auxilliary storage unit to provide a capa-
bility for recall of previously displayea
data. A disk unit was used in this study for
increased data access speed over tape storage
and due to the hardware configuration that
existed.
5. The COnOGRAPHIC-12 display terminal.
B. CONOGRAPHIC-12 HARDWARE
The CUNOGRAPHIC-12 display terminal/ as installed at the
Naval Postgraduate School/ consists of a high resolution
television monitor and a video memory. This terminal
includes the hardware to draw vectors or straight lines and
a character generator. Unusual features in ' the
CONUGRAPHIC-1 2 terminal include the necessary hardware to
17

draw conic sections and oerform selective erasure. The
hardware conic section drawing capability results in the
ability of the terminal to produce curved lines on the
screen rather than the straight line approximations of
curves commonly found with other systems. In this study,
however, the curve drawing capability was not utilized or
evaluated since previous research had shown that straight
lines produce an enhanced image for signal analysis. The
selective erase capability allows parts of the displayed
image to oe removed without affecting the rest of the image.
This caoaoility was initially considered for use. However,
it was not employed in this study for reasons that will be
more fully explained in the Hidden Line Removal section of
this thesis.
The video memory utilized in this system was a Hughes
tyoe H-12&9A Scan Converter Tube 111,12]. The scan con-
verter tube is similar to a standard cathode ray tube and
basically consists of an electron gun, appropriate focusing
and deflection mechanisms and a storage target. The image
to oe stored is described bv X-Y oositional data and
transmitted by the host computer to the scan converter. The
transmitted data causes aoprooriate beam deflections over a
square inscribed on the storage target. Stored information
is read oy a raster scan and a copy is displayed on the high
resolution television monitor.
The storage medium consists of a grid-like metallic
backing electrode deposited on an insulator substrate. The
18

dielectric exposed by the metallic grid forms discrete
storage elements, and the collection of storage elements
make up the storage target. In the WRITE mode, an electron
beam is moved across the storage target as reaui red to pro-
duce the desired image. Positive charges remain on the
storage target in the wake of the beam as a result of the
secondary emission characteristics of the dielectric medium.
The positive charges which remain are subsequently detected
in the READ mode by distinguishing the difference of poten-
tial between the storage element surface and the backing
electroae. This potential difference is utilized to modu-
late the signal applied to the electron beam which scans the
viewinq screen. In producing the display image, the entire
viewing screen is scanned by a raster scan in a manner simi-
lar to that found in commercial television sets.
Another feature of the CONOGRAPHIC- 1 2 terminal that was
different from most graohics terminals was the ability to
Droduce dark lines on a light background as well as light
lines on a dark background. The "black-on-white" display
mode was the normal mode of operation for the CONOGRAPHIC-12
terminal and the resulting display appeared to be less
affected by variations in ambient light surrounding the ter-
minal
.
A feature of the CONOGRAPH IC-
1
2 terminal that added a
new dimension to signal analysis was the zoom capability.
The zoom feature varied the effective area to be scanned on
the storage target and hence the image displayed on the
19

figure 4 : Example of Zoom Displa*
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screen. Three controls were available for the user to
operate. The use of these controls does not affect in any
way the actual image that was stored on the storage target*
only the copy on the monitor screen is varied. The three
controls were a joystick for positioning* a gain control to
change magnification* and an on/off switch to activate or
deactivate the zoom feature. With the joystick* the user
may position the scanned area over any portion of the
storage target that was desired. The gain control allowed
the displayed portion of the storage target to be effec-
tively magnified by up to six diameters. The on/off switch
allowed the user to switch back and forth from normal
display to a orepos i t i oned zoomed display without modifying
the image in either mode. Since the stored image is not
modified in any way by the zoom feature* no loss of detail
occured when the picture was magnified. In fact* details
that were hard to distinguish in the normal mode may become
more readily discernable when in the zoom mode. The zoom
feature thus provided a significant advantage over the ter-





The primary objective of this study was to evaluate the
capabilities of the CONOGRAPHIC- 1 2 graphics display terminal
for signal orocessing and analysis. To accomplish this
evaluation* new software/ tailored to meet the reguirements
of the CONOGRAPH IC - 1 2 terminal » was needed. The objective
of the software design was to provide a display of informa-
tion similar to tnat found in the original SPOTLIGHT imple-
mentation. In addition, the software was to be as logically
simple as oossiole and reguire a minimum amount of main
memory for execution. These reguirements were dictated by
the desire to provide a system which could be implemented on
a minicomputer with minimum memory reguirements. The
software for this project was written in the high level pro-
gramming language C which was oevelopea be Bell Telephone
Laboratories^ Inc (13]. The C language is a structured
language and incorporates many features suitable for system
development work. The system on which SPOTLIGHT was origi-
nally implemented reauired that a considerable oortion of
the programming to be done in assembly language. All pro-
gramming for the PDP-1
1
/C0N0GRAPHIC-12 implementation was
done in the C languaae. The use of this structured language
facilitated the implementation of the software developed
22

during tnis evaluation on other computer systems.
Subroutines which constructed the actual data format neces-
sary to control the CONOGRAPHI C-
1
2 had been previously
developed at the Naval Postgraduate School, ana were also
utilizea in this implementation [14],
The display format and user interaction capabilities of
the original SPOTLIGHT system were the standards for compar-
ison wnen evaluating the disolay of the CONOGRAPHI C- 1 2 sys-
tem. To meet the display format goal* a waterfall display
was required. Due to the non-dynamic nature of the
CONOGRAPHIC-ia terminal, the actual construction of the
display was considerably different. On the CONOGRAPHIC- 1 2
,
the entire picture was constructed before it was drawn on
the screen. This included accessing all necessary data from
the input data file, performing necessary calculations for
hidden line removal and transmitting the requested informa-
tion to the terminal. To provide a display with the same
time relationship between adjacent frequency spectrums, the
input data file was accessed in reverse time sequence, and
the picture was drawn in reverse time sequence also. This
was necessitated by the algorithm utilized for hidden line
removal (see section C - HIDDEN LIME REMOVAL). To provide
the desired amount of user interaction and overall program
generality, several parameters were made available for user
control. This interaction provided the flexibility neces-
sary for the user to tailor the disolay to meet his needs.
The amount of user interaction necessary to actually obtain
23

a picture was minimized so that the user would not find this
system too difficult to operate. The combination of ease of
operation and flexibility of control provide rapid response
and a powerful display format/ prime concerns for the design
of any computer graphics system [14]
.
To minimize the need for user interaction, initializa-
tion values for operation of the program are limited to
those necessary for correct data interpretation. The param-
eters reguired for initialization include the transform
length, lag between transforms, sampling rate and data
starting time. Common values for transform length, lag and
sampling rate were Drovided as default conditions which
further reduced the actual input requirements at analysis
start time. Additional flexibility in this implementation
*as provided by allowing the user to modify certain parame-
ters during execution. When in the command mode, a listing
of the various parameters with their current values was pro-
vided for user selection. When a parameter was selected,
the input value was checked for validity before allowing the
user to continue. The parameters set during initialization
affect the data and its interpretation by the program while
the other parameters control the actual aisplay of the data.
The effect that each parameter has on the data or display
will oe covered briefly in the following section. A more
detailed explanation of the parameters including the format
for entry, allowable values, and effect on the display, may
be found in the User's Manual (Appendix A).
2<i

A 'help function' is designed to provide on-line assis-
tance to the operator in a user's manual format. This
feature is desirable in any interactive system, and provides
the user with readily available assistance. Subjects
covered in the help function as implemented in this system
include formats for data entry, allowable ranges for parame-
ters, normal values, and a brief discription of the effects
of the parameters on the display. Although not incorporated
at this time, additional help function subjects could
include information to aid the user in the analysis of the
displayed information.
B. VARIABLE PARAMETERS
As previously mentioned, a wide variety of parameters
are made available to allow the user to tailor the system to
meet his needs in the analysis environment. A brief expla-
nation of each of these oarameters follows.
1 . Transform Length, Lag and Sampling Rate
These parameters are directly related to the format
of the input data and are required for correct interpreta-
tion of the data. They are set during initialization and
remain fixed throughout execution.
2 . Data Start Time
The data start time is the time reference utilized
throughout the program. It is also set at initialization
25

and remains fixed throughout the execution phase of the pro-
gram. To enable real times to be utilized during execution





Display time is the time on which each requested
waterfall display is based. The topmost frequency spectru-
mon the display is associated with the entered disolay time.
By varying the display time/ the user may examine signals of
interest occurina at any time in the input data.
4 Frequency to be Displayed
The frequency to be displayed appears at the left
margin of each freauency spectrum on the screen. Freauency
increases to the right along the horizontal axis. The max-
imum freauency that may be displayed is limited by the input
data. By varying the frequency to be displayed in conjunc-
tion with the disolay time/ the user may access all of the
ava i 1 ao 1 e data.
5i Scale Factor
Scale factor applies a scaling factor to the data as
reaa from the disk storaqe unit. Varying the scale factor
varies the amplitude of the displayed signals. Varying the
scale factor does not change the relative amplitude of adja-






The display resolution parameter provides a horizon-
tal scaling factor for the user. It directly affects the




The angle offset parameter allows the analyst to
skew the display to minimize the effects of hidden line
removal on signals of interest which might otherwise be hid-
den. It may also be utilized to determine the changes in
signal amplitude over a period of time.
8 "'lumber of Lines
The number of lines to be displayed provides another
aid in the analysis of inout data. A maximum of 30 lines
may be displayed at one time. This is a considerable
increase over the number of lines available at one time in
the original version of SPOTLIGHT. If a single line is
desired/ additional features of the program are enabled. In
the single line mode/ the user has the opportunity to
inspect the time behavior of selected signals which are in
the spectrum being displayed. This feature provides an
additional means for determining variations in signal ampli-






This parameter provides a vertical scaling factor to
the display. This factor only affects the vertical separa-
tion between adjacent frequency spectrums and does not
affect the amplitude of the signals in any way. Increasing
vertical separation allows the user to spread the displayed
spectrum out sufficiently to eliminate all hidden line remo-
val oroblems. By speading the disolay, however/ the number
of lines that may be displayed at one time decreases oropor-
tionally. A comprimise between separation and number of
lines must be reached by the user depending on the data to
be presented.
10. Hiqhl iqht
The highlight feature of this implementation is
designed to orovide the user with a frequency reference mark
on the display. It provides a region of increased intensity
of each frequency soectrum at the same frequency. The width
of the intensified area is also control laole by the user.
This feature is particularly helpful in maintaining visual
continuity of a frequency when an offset from vertical is




C. HIDDEN LINE REMOVAL
One of the unique features of the SPOTLIGHT system was
the capability of providing hidden line removal. Hidden
line removal provides increased analysis efficiency and a
reduction in visual fatigue by markedly reducing the image
complexity. Therefore, a means of providing hidden line
removal in the CONOGRAPHIC- 1 2 i mol emen t at i on was required.
Each frequency SDectrum that was displayed to the user was a
unique element in the total picture and it should be obvious
which oortions of the display are associated with each spec-
trum. Fo orovide this caoability, each spectrum was treated
as if it were the edge of an ooaque surface. Thus, the
display may be thought of as a stack of planes, one in front
of another. /«here one plane obscures the edge of a plane
behinq it, the affected section of the obscurred plane must
be removed from the displayeo picture. Two means for pro-
viding this hidden line removal were available on the
C0N0GRAPHIC-12 system. The capability of performing selec-
tive erasure which was a part of the hardware was first con-
sidered. Utilization of the selective erase capability
would allow the frequency spectrum to be drawn in correct
time sequence since Dortions of oerviously drawn lines which
should be hidden could be erased. The mechanism by which
selective erase is accomplished by the hardware entails
redrawing of the line to be erased in the erase mode. Thus
removal of sections of previously drawn lines would require
that a list of these segments be maintained in memory at all
29

times. Since it is not known in advance which segments will
need to be removed/ the entire display list would have to be
saved in memory. Maintaining the display list in memory
would reguire a relatively large amount of storage capabil-
ity which was contrary to the goal of minimum memory utili-
zation. Consequently* this approach was abandoned.
The second approach to hidden line removal and the
aooroacn that was implemented/ requires that the freauency
SDectrum d e drawn in reverse time sequence. While this
approach mav cause some confusion with regard to the time
relationship between frequency spectrum/ the amount of
memory required to accomplish the hidden line removal is
consideraoly reduced. The opaque surface approach to hidden
line removal reduces the problem from the three dimensional
problem discussed by Sutherland U5] to a two-dimensional
problem which is much simoler to solve. Simply stated/ the
algorithm determines if at a particular horizontal cordi-
nate/ tne new corresponding vertical coordinate is Jess than
the maximum value for that point. If it is less/ then a
line should not be drawn to that coordinate position. If
the new vertical coorainate is greater than the coorespond-
i ng maximum/ the line is to be drawn and the maximum value
is to be updated to reflect this new maximum. This solution
to hidden line removal is similar to the approach taken by
Fuson UJ in his implementation of a SPOTL IGHT- 1 i ke system
on the Tektronix 4014-1 display terminal.
30

a. Hidden Line Removal Reauired b .Coord i nat es Calculated
C.Line Drawn in one stroke d. Maximum Levels UDdated
Maximum Levels Previously Drawn
Line to be Drawn
figure 5: Example of Hidden Line Removal Algorithi
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Unlike Fuson's solution, however, the algorithm utilized
in this implementation utilized a variable number of sub-
intervals when determining the cross-over point for line
removal. Figure 5a illustrates a typical situation where
hidden line removal becomes necessary. To determine the
actual coordinates of the cross-over point* the slope of the
new line is calculated and the vertical coordinates are
determined for each subinterval horizontal coordinate (fig-
ure 5b). When these cross-over coordinates have been deter-
mined, a line is drawn to that point in one stroke. Since
lines may only be drawn to discrete end-points, the actual
crossover point may not be reached, which could result in an
apparent gaD in the drawn line. This is exaggerated in fig-
ure 5c for illustrative purposes. After the line is drawn,
the -naximum levels are also updated for subsequent compari-
sons (figure 5d)
.
This algorithm, while somewhat slower than Fuson's, was
requireo to orovide sufficient accuracy in a zoom mode. The
accuracy was determined to be more important than the








To evaluate the POP-1
1
/50/CONOGRAPHIC-l 2 system as an
alternative system for SPOTLIGHT implementation/ it was
necessary to evaluate the software required to operate the
system as well as the hardware itself. The objectives of
the software design were to provide a display format similar
to the original SPOTLIGHT with similar user interaction
capabilities* in software that was easily transportable
while reauiring minimum memory for execution.
The first of these goals* that of similar display for-
mat* was met with two exceptions. The first exception was
that the displayed image on the CONOGRAPHIC- 1 2 was static.
Although the absence of the movable intensity cursor must be
considered a significant drawback to the system as imple-
mented/ it is offset in part oy the amount of data displayed
at one time. In the original SPOTLIGHT implementation* a
maximum of ten freauency SDectrums were oresented for
analysis on the screen* The storage capability of the
CONOGRAPHIC- 1 2 display enabled considerably more data to be
displayed. A maximum of thirty frequency spectrum were
Dresented at one time for analysis. The number of spectrum
that could be disdayed was limited only by the physical
size of the disDlay screen.
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The goal of similar user interaction capabilities was
also met although the method of user interaction was modi-
fied somewhat due to the devices available for data entry.
In the C0N0GRAPHIC-12 system, all data entry was entered
through a separate alphanumeric terminal. The primary rea-
son for this method of data entry was a direct result of the
permanence of the display image on the CONOGRAPH IC-
1
2 termi-
nal. Since any information displayed on the screen must be
erasea before it will disappear, using the CONOGRAPH IC- 1
2
for aata entry could result in the entire screen becoming
cluttered with commanos before any of the frequency spectrum
could be displayed. In addition, the commands required to
display text on the screen required considerable data mani-
pulation to obtain the correct format. This would have
increased the complexity of the software to an unacceptable
degree .
The attainment of the goal of logical simplicity of the
software was aided to a large degree by the use of a high
level structured language. The use of the C language made
both writing and debugging of the software much easier than
if a lower level assembly 1 anguaae had been used as in the
original SPOTLIGHT system. The use of a high level language
will also aid the conversion of the software to other
languages for use on other computers such as the AN/UYK-20.
One goal that was not attained to the degree desired
was the that of minimizing the amount of memory required for
execution. The hidden line removal algorithm and the
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parameter input mechanisms required a considerable amount of
memory for execution when compared to overall program size.
The degree of accuracy desired in the hidden line removal
algorithm was particularly costly in terms of memory
requirements. However, increased accuracy over that neces-
sary in previous implementations was dictated by the desire
to minimize errors which could be detected when in the zoom
mode .
In the area of hardware, the PDP-11/50 provided ample
computing power to control the CONQGR Ah I C-
1
2 display termi-
nal in the signal orocessing environment. Although two pro-
cessors were reauirea due to the configuration that existed
at the time of this evaluation, one processor would have
been sufficient to control both the display and the data
input. Storing the inout data on an auxilliary disk unit,
however, did provide one advantage to this implementation,
rthile the data from the disk was modified to some extent to
produce the actual display, that stored on the disk was not
modified and was available for redisplay at any time. This
eliminates the need to read the input data again if the
operator desires to redisplay previous data.
The hardware capabilities of the CONOGR APHIC- 1 2 also
proved to be sufficient to enable this terminal to be util-
ized in signal analysis. Capabilities of this terminal that
were useful for this purpose included the video memory, the
automatic refresh mechanism, the zoom capability, the mov-
able cursor and the variable intensity feature. The video
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memory and refresh mechanism enabled this terminal to
display an amount of data limited only by the size of the
display screen ana the desired clarity of the display. By
performing automatic refreshing of the disolay screen, the
C0NQGRAPHIC-12 relieved the host comDuter from the need to
maintain a disDlay list in memory for refresh purposes.
This is a significant advantage over display systems which
must be refreshed by the host computer.
The zoom caDability provided a new dimension to signal
processing on a graphics terminal. while a zoom capability
may be implemented by software on most displays/ this means
of magnification requires that the displayed image be erased
and redrawn. with the hardware zoom as designed in the
CONOGR APHIC- 1 2 display, the picture may be magnified at any
time without affecting the stored image. Thus the original
image may De instantly recovered by the user. The magnifi-
cation of the displayed image was especially useful in
detecting details in the displayed freauency spectrum that
might not be recognized on a non-magnifiea display.
Two other features that were available in the
CGNQGRAPHIC-12 hardware which appeared useful were the vari-
able intensity and the movable cursor. The variable inten-
sity feature was utilized in producing a highlight on the
frequency spectrum display. However/ the usefulness of this
hignlight could not be compared to that found in the origi-
nal SPOTLIGHT system since a failure in the hardware dis-
abled the variable intensity feature. At the time that this
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evaluation was conducted/ the problem had not been recti-
fied. Since the variable intensity feature affects the
stored image and therefore does not affect the refresh
mechanism, an arbritrary number of highlights were capable
of being displayed. Due to the hardware problems, however,
only one highlight was implemented.
The other feature of the CONOGRAPHIC- 12 terminal that
appeared useful was the movable cursor that could be enabled
orogramat i ca 1 1 y . It was desired to utilize the cursor in
the single line mode to indicate a desired freouency. When
the desired freouency had been selected, the frequency was
to be evaluated and presented to the user. At this time the
user was to have the opportunity to obtain the time behavior
plot of the indicated signal. The actual implementation of
the cart of the program was also prevented by problems in
the ha rdwa re
.
[he capability of the CONOGRAPHIC- 1 2. to display textual
material for labelinq of the oisolay was another feature
that was hampered oy faults in the hardware or software
interface to the host computer. This is another problem
that had not been solved at the time of this evaluation.
The C0N0GRAPHIC-12 also had many hardware capabilities
that were not utilized in this evaluation. The curve and
conic section drawing capabilities were not needed to pro-
duce the display of the acoustic data for analysis. In
addition, the selective erase capability which was present
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was not utilized. One capability that is inherent in raster
scan devices such as the CONOGRAPHIC- 1 2 display that was not
utilized but could prove to be of value was the ability to
drive additional monitors. This would provide the capabil-
ity of producing the same diSDlay image on the repeater mon-
itors for use by several operators. This could be useful in
an educational environment or to provide remote confirmation
of the analysis of a displayed signal.
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I. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The Hughes C0N0GRAPHIC-12 Graphics Display Terminal has
been demonstrated to be a useful display system for signal
processing and analysis. Both limitations and advantages of
the display system have been discussed in the body of this
thesis. To reiterate, the primary advantages include the
increased data disDlay capability, the zoom mode and the
H b 1 ac k-on-wh i t e M disday. The number of frequency spectrums
that could be disolayea at one time on the C0N0GRAPHIC-12
terminal was limited only by the physical size of the
display screen ana the tolerence of the operator to image
complexity. The zoom capability provided a new tool to the
operator which could be extremely useful in detailed signal
analysis. The H b 1 ac k-on-wh i t e" display provided a feature
which could aid in system utilization since ambient lighting
conditions would be less critical than with standard
"
1 i gh t -on-da r k" displays.
One advantage of the COMOGRAPHIC- 1 2 that is inherent in
any raster scan tyDe terminal is the capability to drive
other monitors. This feature could be useful in applica-
tions where several remote terminals must display the same
information. By isolating the remote monitors from the host
computer, the desired information must be transmitted to the
"host" terminal alone. This would greatly reduce the amount
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of computer controlled communications which in turn would
free the processor for other tasks.
Disadvantages of the CONOGRAPHIC- 1 2 that must be con-
sidered include the static nature of the display and the
cost of features available on the terminal that were not
utilized. The static display of frequency spectrum was not
considered detrimental to signal analysis in light of the
increased amount of information available for analysis.
However, the capability of moving the highlight without
redrawing the entire picture could not be provided since the
display was static. Movable highlights were found to be a
useful tool in previous implementations. One other disad-
vantage of the CONOGRAPHIC-12 terminal that should be con-
sidered in this application was the additional cost of
hardware features that were not utilized. The selective
erase and curve drawing capabilities that were provided in
the terminal were not considered necessary in this implemen-
tation. Therefore, a terminal like the CONOGRAPHIC- 1
2
without this additional hardware would be less expensive and
just as effective in signal processing and analysis.
Further evaluation of the CONOGR APHIC- 1 2 terminal in
areas of curve drawing and utilization of the selective
erase capability is needed to fully realize the potentials
of the terminal system. Signal processing and analysis is
only one possible application.
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Another area for further research in the signal pro-
cessing and analysis is the possible use of color. The
C0N0GRAPHIC-12 orovides a olack and white display only.
This requi red that highlighting be accomplished by varying
the intensity of the line segement . In a color display sys-
tem/ use of contrasting colors might make the highlighting
of signals more apoarent to the user. In addition/ related
signals could be grouped by disdaying them in a color dif-
ferent from that used for the rest of the display. Grouping
the signals in this manner could aid the analyst in the
ana lysis effort.
It is recommended that additional research be conducted
in the area of computer controlled graphics terminals for
signal processing and analysis. The SPOTLIGHT system and
subseguent i mo 1 ement at i ons have shown that aternatives to
the lofargram are available and should be explored.
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APPENDIX A - USER'S MANUAL
Brief descriptions of the various parameters provided
for user interaction with the POP- 1 1 /50/CONOGRAPHICS- 1 2 sys-
tem are given in the main body of this thesis. The informa-
tion contained in this appendix is intended to provide a
guide to the user in the areas of parameter inputs effects
of the parameters on the display/ and the allowed range of
values for each Darameter. Utilization of this system
involves two stages which are data entry and signal process-
ing and display. The first stage/ data entry/ may be
skipped if the data for analysis is already present on the
auxilliary aisk storage unit.
DATA ENTRY
This stage of the execution prepares the incut data
file for use in the signal processing and display stage of
execution. Due to the hardware configuration that existed
at the time of the implementation of this system/ input data
in the form of Fast Fourier Transforms of raw acoustic data
must be read from 7-track magnetic tape and stored on disk
for future access. This stage is accomplished on the B pro-
cessor utilizing the 'rdtape' program. After the tape is
loaaed on the taoe transport/ execution may be commenced by
typing user will then be asked to enter the length of the
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transform. Integer values in the range from 1 to 32 may be
entered* followed by a carriage return* corresponding to
incut data values from IK to 32K. The execution of this
orogram will then continue until the end of the data tape is
reached. If for some reason, a section of the tape cannot
be reaa* the affected transform will be skipped and execu-
tion will continue.
NOTE: If the disk unit RSM01 is not available for data
storage* the user should make the appropriate change to
'rdtape.c' ana then recomDile this program before execution.
SIGNAL PROCESSING AND DISPLAY (SPD)
The signal processing and display stage of execution
takes place on the A processor which interfaces with the
CONQGRAPHIC-12 terminal. All command ana parameter entries
are performea on an alohnumeric terminal ratner than the
CONUGR ApHIC- 1 2 terminal itself. Prior to commencing execu-
tion of the SPD program* the C0N0GRAPHIC-12 terminal should
be clearea of any error conaitions which might exist from
Dowering up the aisplay or the previous use of the terminal
by another program. Clearing the terminal is accomplished
by selecting LOCAL mode* momentarily depressing MACHINE
CHECK* entering CNTL X (CAN) on the keyboard* redeoressing
M ACHINE CHECK ana then aeselecting the LOCAL moae.
During the SPD stage of the execution* three phases
will be encountered. These are the initialization phase*
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command phase and execution phase. When in the initializa-
tion ohase, the user will be requested to enter transform
length, lag and sampling rate of the input data if any of
these values differ from the default values that are pro-
vided. In addition, the user will be requested to enter the
data start time before execution can continue. After ini-
tialization is comolete, the program will enter a command
phase where the user will be afforded the opoortunity to
modify parameters for display control as desired. While in
the command phase, the user will also be afforded the oppor-
tunity to reauest help from an on-line assistance file which
will crovide a brief description of each of the variable
oarameters as well as normal values and the allowed range of
values. After all Darameters have been modified as desired
in the commana phase, the orogram will enter the execution
phase which oerforms the crocessing necessary to provide the
disolay in accordance with the parameters that have been
set. No further user interaction is reguired until the Dro-
gram comoletes the disolay and returns to the command onase.
To commence execution of the SPO stage, the user simply
tyoes 'consod* (without quotes) followed by a carriage
return.
NOTE: If the disk unit RSM01 is not available for data
storage, the user should make the aopropriate change to the
source program and recompile it with reference to the









def aul t value: 8K
description: The transform length indicated
by the user should match the
transform length of the input
data.
range 1 to 32
2. Lag
def au 1 t value IK
aescription The lag between transforms indi-
cated by the user should match
the lag in the input data.
range 1 to 16
3 . Samp ling Rate
def aul t value 128hz
desc r i Dt i on
range :
The sampling rate indicated by
the user should match the sam-




description Selecting this parameter indi-
cates that the transform length,
lag and sampling rate have beem
modified as desired by the user.
The computer will now prompt the
user to input the desired data
start time in the format
hh:mm:ss where hh indicates the
hour (based on 24 hour clock),
mm indicates the minutes and ss






digits separated bv <





SPD Command Phase Parameters
1 . D i sd 1 ay Time
def au 1 t value data start time
descnoti on The display time is the t i me on
which eac h disolay page is
based. The topmost frequency
spectrum on the page (or only
one if in single line mode) is
assoc i at ed with the di spl ay
t i me 9 and t he other soectrums
di spl ayed progress in time
increments equal to the lag /
sampling rate in seconds. The
display time must be equal to or
later in t i me than the dat a
start time. Time intervals
which cross the 2U:00:00 boundry
are automatically compensated
for by the program. The format
for entering the display time is
the same as for data start time.
range 00:00:00 to 23:59:59
2. Frequency to be displayed
def aul t value: O.OOhz
descriotion: The frequency to be displayed is
the frequency on which each
spectrum is based. The entered
value is on the left end of the
spectrum with frequency increas-
ing to the right. The axis
displayed on the screen is gra-
duated in one hertz increments.
The value entered for the fre-






0.00 to one half of the sampling
rate
3 . Sea 1 e Factor
de f au 1 t va 1 u« 20
desc p i ot i on The scale factor provides ampli-
tude scaling of each frequency
spectrum. The overall shape of
the spectrum is maintained/ only
the relative amplitudes are
changed. Smaller values The
scale factor as entered is util-
ized as a divisor. Therfore,
smaller values result in
increased amolitude of the
di sp 1 ayed s i gna 1 s .
range 1 to 1000
4 . Display Resolution


























































































































def au 1 t value 60 (degrees
)
description: The angle offset is utilized to
skew the display away from a
vertical representation. This
is useful for observing trends
in signal amplitude variations
and in analyzing signal that
might otherwise not be visible
due to hidden line removal. The
angle of offset is measured from
the hor i zont al axis.
range 60 to 90
6. Number of Lines
de f au 1 t value: 30
description The number of 1 i nes paramet er
det erm i nes the numbe r off re-
auency spectrum that will be
di spl ayed at one time. If the
numbe r of 1 i nes se 1 ec t ed is two
or more* the requested numoer of
spec t rums will be d i sp
1
ayed .
However , if a s i ngl e 1 i ne i s
request ed. another feature of
the program is enabled. When
prompted b y the computer , t he
user may enter a frequency (in
floating point notation) and a
time verses amplitude plot of
that frequency will be provideo.
The time plot will be based on
t he spec i f i ed display time and
will show t he ampl i t ude of the
reouest ed frequency over the
f O 1 lowing thirty time incre-
men t S . A iTtaximum of four time
plots are available at one time.
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de f au 1 t value off













































































































range width: (off) to four
t i mes the display
reso 1 ut i on
frequency: within the frequency
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. Cont i nue
desc r i pt i on : This parameter causes the pro-
gram to leave the command phase
and commence execution. A max-
imum delay of approximately 20
seconds may be expected before
any drawing takes place on the
screen.
10. Exit
oesc r i pt i on
:
Selection of this oarameter will
cause the program to terminate.
11. Help
de f au 1 t value off
description: Selection of this parameter
causes the program to enter the
on-line help function section.
In this section, brief descrip-
tions of each of the preceeding
parameters may be obtained by
entering the desired name as
shown on the list provided upon
entry to the helo function. TKe
descriptions given are similar
to the descriptions found in
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